Enjoy a Mexican cooking lesson and hike with new friends on this inspiring learning journey.

Take part in meaningful engagement with communities and local leaders, engage with social entrepreneurs & contribute to local education programs.

**OUR COMMITMENT | SPARK VENTURES & ENTRE AMIGOS**

**Spark Ventures, provides funding and strategic support to:**

- EntreAmigos’ Women’s Entrepreneur group, which empowers women of the lowest socio-economic level to gain valuable business skills.
- The “Jungle Group”, an after school program for children grades 2-6 who are behaviorally and academically challenged, provides diverse educational initiatives, tutoring, mentoring and more.

**YOUR TRAVEL ITINERARY | CONNECT, INSPIRE & TRANSFORM**

- **Unwind** with cocktails on the beaches of San Pancho
- **Engage** in community development with women entrepreneurs & the youth of EA
- **Explore** the culture through culinary & tequila tasting experiences

**TRAVEL WITH US IN 2020**

**FEBRUARY 13-16**

visit sparkventures.org/travel to see upcoming journeys that connect, inspire & transform

PO Box 641004, Chicago, IL 60664
sparkventures.org | 773-293-6710